
Introduction

In August 2022, the US Congress passed the CHIPS and Science Act, a law 
that approves subsidies and tax breaks to help jump-start the renewed pro-
duction on American soil of advanced semiconductors.1 Just two months 
later, the Joe Biden administration issued wide-ranging restrictions on the 
export to China of chips and chip-making technology to undercut that coun-
try’s ability to manufacture the same class of integrated circuits.2

Taken together with a steady stream of Biden administration prohibitions on 
technology sales to key Chinese companies, the US initiatives represent a 
profound turn toward competition with China in the high-tech realm.3 They 
also highlight an effort to restructure the complex, multinational supply 
chains centered on East Asia that manufacture hundreds of billions of dol-
lars of semiconductors a year. As such, the Biden administration has set in 
motion a process that could alter the business strategies—and fortunes—of 
homegrown and foreign-invested semiconductor companies based in China, 
world-leading chipmakers in Taiwan and South Korea, and suppliers around 

1 The White House, “FACT SHEET: CHIPS and Science Act Will Lower Costs, Create Jobs, 
Strengthen Supply Chains, Counter China,” August 9, 2022, https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-
room/statements-releases/2022/08/09/fact-sheet-chips-and-science-act-will-lower-costs-create-
jobs-strengthen-supply-chains-and-counter-china/.

2 US Department of Commerce, “Commerce Implements New Export Controls on Advanced 
Computing and Semiconductor Manufacturing Items to the People’s Republic of China 
(PRC),” October 7, 2022, https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/about-bis/newsroom/
press-releases/3158-2022-10-07-bis-press-release-advanced-computing-and-semiconductor-
manufacturing-controls-final/file.

3 Ellen Nakashima, Jeanne Whalen, and Cate Cadell, “U.S. Widens Ban on Military and Surveillance 
Tech Sales to China,” Washington Post, December 15, 2022, https://www.washingtonpost.com/
national-security/2022/12/15/china-military-tech-export-ban/.
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the world that provide the industry with the machinery and 
myriad inputs that fuel chip production. 

The Biden administration insists that its restrictions on sales 
to China are intended only to limit China’s ability to produce 
the cutting-edge chips that can feed into the development 
of weapons and other strategically important technolo-
gies—and not to cripple its semiconductor industry. But 
the current state of play of sanctions and support for US-
based semiconductor production, including by Taiwanese 
and Korean chipmakers, is not the endpoint in this process. 
Rather, the momentum to constrain Beijing’s semiconduc-
tor program is likely to continue in the coming months, at 
the very least with additional restrictions on Chinese com-
panies and government-linked entities, and unprecedented 
bureaucratic scrutiny of American venture-capital and equi-
ty-financing flows to China.

That amounts to more bad news for corporate leaders 
in Asia, North America, and Europe who have spent the 
past generation building a globe-spanning semiconduc-
tor industry that has faced few barriers to expansion. As 
US restrictions mount, and sales of certain technologies to 
China flag, the once-unimaginable process of reorienting 
semiconductor supply chains will become an ever-present 
reality. The CHIPS and Science Act already is becoming 
an important factor in corporate strategy, providing incen-
tives for Taiwanese, Korean, and American companies to 
make big bets on new factories in places like New York, 
Ohio, Texas, and Arizona—witness Taiwan Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Company’s (TSMC’s) recent decision to 
build a second factory in Phoenix.4

This paper explores the potential implications of US semi-
conductor policy for the global semiconductor supply 
chains and the competition for primacy in an industry that 
is constantly changing the face of the global economy and 
one that has implications for global security in all its dimen-

4 For TSMC in Phoenix, see Steve Holland and Jane Lanhee Lee, “TSMC Triples Arizona Chip Plant Investment, Biden Hails Projected,” Reuters, December 7, 
2022, https://www.reuters.com/technology/biden-visit-taiwans-tsmc-chip-plant-arizona-hail-supply-chain-fixes-2022-12-06/; also see Steve Lohr, “Micron Pledges 
up to $100 Billion for Semiconductor Factory in New York,” New York Times, October 4, 2022, https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/04/technology/micron-chip-
clay-syracuse.html; Meghan Bobrowsky, “Intel to Invest at Least $20 Billion in Ohio Chip-Making Facility,” Wall Street Journal, January 21, 2022, https://www.wsj.
com/articles/intel-to-invest-at-least-20-billion-in-ohio-chip-making-facility-11642750760; and James Morra, “Samsung Plans to Build $17 Billion Chip Plant in Texas 
by 2024,” Electronic Design, November 29, 2021, https://www.electronicdesign.com/technologies/embedded-revolution/article/21182155/electronic-design-
samsung-plans-to-build-17-billion-chip-plant-in-texas-by-2024.

5 The White House, “Remarks by National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan at the Special Competitive Studies Project Global Emerging Technologies Summit,” 
September 16, 2022, https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2022/09/16/remarks-by-national-security-advisor-jake-sullivan-at-the-
special-competitive-studies-project-global-emerging-technologies-summit/.

6 The White House, National Security Strategy, October 2022, https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Biden-Harris-Administrations-National-
Security-Strategy-10.2022.pdf.

7 US Commerce Department, “Commerce Implements New Export Controls on Advanced Computing and Semiconductor Manufacturing Items to the People’s 
Republic of China (PRC).”

sions. It begins by examining the policies put in place by 
the Biden administration, and then discusses the changes 
taking place across the industry, with a focus on Asia.

US Semiconductor Strategy: To “Degrade Their 
Battlefield Capabilities”

Last year marked a dramatic acceleration in the US effort to 
control the rise of China’s advanced semiconductor sector. 
Washington’s move from an earlier goal of ensuring that the 
United States maintained a steady lead in technological so-
phistication to an active effort to limit Beijing’s capabilities 
was expressed most clearly by National Security Advisor 
Jake Sullivan in a September 16, 2022, speech.5

“We previously maintained a ‘sliding scale’ approach that 
said we need to stay only a couple of generations ahead. 
That is not the strategic environment we are in today. Given 
the foundational nature of certain technologies, such as ad-
vanced logic and memory chips, we must maintain as large 
a lead as possible,” Sullivan said at the Special Competitive 
Studies Project Global Emerging Technology Summit in 
Washington, DC. Technology-export controls can serve 
as a “new strategic asset” that can “impose costs on ad-
versaries” and even “degrade their battlefield capabili-
ties,” Sullivan said. (In the Biden administration’s National 
Security Strategy issued in October, the White House re-
ferred to microelectronics as one of “the foundational tech-
nologies of the 21st century.”)6

Just weeks later, on October 7, when the Department of 
Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and Security announced 
its sweeping new restrictions, it was clear that the battle 
over chip domination had entered a new phase.7 Rather 
than just block China’s ability to acquire advanced chips 
by barring sales to Chinese companies, the new controls 
also banned sales of semiconductor manufacturing equip-
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ment (SME), effectively limiting China’s ability to produce its 
own cutting-edge devices. And the new policy did not stop 
there. It expanded restrictions on third-country production 
for Chinese customers of chips made with the same SME. It 
also imposed a ban on US persons—both citizens and those 
with resident alien status—from working on or supporting 
in any way the production of advanced semiconductors. 
That step shocked the industry and led to an exodus from 
China: Hundreds of engineers from American companies, 
including American SME makers Applied Materials, KLA, 
and Lam Research, suddenly left their positions at the most 
important Chinese chip companies. Major Chinese players 
hit by the loss of personnel included ChangXin Memory 
Technologies, Semiconductor Manufacturing International 
Corporation, and Yangtze Memory Technologies Co.

“The regulations amount to a declaration of full-scale 
technological economic cold war,” Dylan Patel, chief ana-
lyst of SemiAnalysis, a chip consultancy, said at the time. 
“The US is forcefully decoupling the entire advanced tech-
nology supply chain before China in-sources it.”8 Biden 
“pulled the pin from its grenade,” wrote Stanley Chao, a 
longtime China-based managing director for a business 
consultancy.9 What really “got the most attention” of 
American companies was, for the first time ever, the ban 
on experts, said one industry insider. While “talent glob-
ally had been an issue already,” the move in one stroke 
devastated Beijing’s multiyear and largely successful ef-
fort to lure leading engineers from around the world to 
China, including large numbers of Taiwanese and Chinese 
with US “green cards.”

In mid-December, the Biden administration imposed an-
other damaging set of sanctions by adding some three 
dozen Chinese companies and research laboratories to the 
Commerce Department’s entity list, a designation that se-
verely restricts exports to foreign companies identified as 
engaging in activities detrimental to US national security.10 

8 Cheng Ting-Fang and Shunsuke Tabeta, “China’s Chip Industry Fights to Survive U.S. Tech Crackdown,” Nikkei Asia, November 30, 2022, https://asia.nikkei.
com/Spotlight/The-Big-Story/China-s-chip-industry-fights-to-survive-U.S.-tech-crackdown.

9 Stanley Chao, “The US-China Chip War Will End with Small Victories and Losers All Around,” South China Morning Post, December 2, 2022, https://www.scmp.
com/comment/opinion/article/3201424/us-china-chip-war-will-end-small-victories-and-losers-all-around.

10 Ana Swanson, “U.S. Cracks Down on Chinese Companies for Security Concerns,” New York Times, December 15, 2022, https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/15/
business/economy/us-china-biden-security.html.

11 Jeremy Mark, “US Investors Face Half-Baked Trump Restrictions on Chinese Securities,” Atlantic Council, December 7, 2020, https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/
blogs/new-atlanticist/us-investors-face-half-baked-trump-restrictions-on-chinese-securities/.

12 Jon Bateman, U.S.-China Technological “Decoupling,” Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, April 25, 2022, https://carnegieendowment.org/ 
2022/04/25/maintaining-military-edge-over-china-pub-86901, 19, Figure 1.

13 The White House, “Remarks by National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan at the Special Competitive Studies Project Global Emerging Technologies Summit.”
14 National Bureau of Asian Research, “Commercialized Militarization,” June 30, 2021, https://www.nbr.org/publication/commercialized-militarization-chinas-military-

civil-fusion-strategy/.

That action added to a who’s who of Chinese companies hit 
with restrictions (including forced delisting from US stock 
exchanges and prohibitions on investments by US fund 
managers), beginning with the administration of President 
Donald Trump and expanding starting from the early stages 
of the Biden administration.11 The number of Chinese com-
panies on the entity list has quadrupled over the last four 
years.12 

What is the United States concerned about under the new, 
more restrictive regime? Again, National Security Advisor 
Sullivan made that clear in his September speech. It is the 
recognition that certain fields are so important for national 
economies and security that they can be considered “force 
multipliers” and will play a key role in defining the geopoliti-
cal landscape. Those include leading-edge computers and 
artificial intelligence (AI), biotechnology, and clean energy, 
all of which the United States must lead in as a “national 
security imperative,” Sullivan said. “Preserving our edge in 
science and technology is not just a ‘domestic issue’ or ‘na-
tional security’ issue. It’s both.”13

Military-Civil Fusion

The new approach in Washington is also informed by the 
recognition of Chinese leader Xi Jinping’s strategy of mil-
itary-civil fusion (军民融合), which, at its most basic, is a 
national effort to “translate China’s economic and tech-
nological achievements into military power.”14 Given the 
building-block role that semiconductors play across the 
technology spectrum from smart phones to ballistic mis-
siles, their development is a top priority for China and also 
necessary to achieve Xi’s stated goal of having a “world-
class military” by 2049. Along with quantum computing, 
big data, and AI, semiconductors are “inherent ‘dual-use’ 
… technologies which have both military and civilian ap-
plications,” the US Department of State has said. They are 
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also central to military-civil fusion, which the United States 
has called “an aggressive, national strategy of the Chinese 
Communist Party.”15  

Keeping Away versus Running Faster

This attempt to block the technological advancement of 
China’s chips companies, or the punitive side of the Biden 
administration’s strategy, has been hugely important. The 
Biden approach, however, is as much about the carrot as 
the stick (the two sides have also been called “run-faster” 
and “keep-away,” respectively, by former Commerce 
Department official Kevin Wolf).16 And the biggest carrot, or 
incentive, to convince companies to help rebuild a stronger 
advanced semiconductor sector in the United States is the 
massive $52 billion CHIPS and Science Act. For some, the 
CHIPS Act is a turning point in American economic policy-
making and tantamount to a declaration of support for a 
“new age of industrial policy.”17 

Speaking at the December 6, 2022, ceremony marking 
the installation of equipment in the first-stage factory of 
TSMC’s planned $40 billion semiconductor investment in 
Phoenix, the most notable prize to date from the new act, 
President Biden noted that the US production of chips had 
fallen from over 30 percent three decades ago to around 
10 percent today. “Where is it written that America can’t 
lead the world once again in manufacturing? I don’t know 
where that’s written, and we’re proving it can,” Biden trum-
peted to the assembled dignitaries that included TSMC 
founder Morris Chang, Apple Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
Tim Cook, Micron Technology CEO Sanjay Mehrotra, and 
Secretary of Commerce Gina Raimondo. “American manu-

15 US State Department, “Military-Civil Fusion and the People’s Republic of China,” May 2020, https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/What-is-MCF-
One-Pager.pdf.

16 Jordan Schneider and Irene Zhang, “New Chip Export Controls and the Sullivan Tech Doctrine with Kevin Wolf,” ChinaTalk, October 11, 2022, https://www.
chinatalk.media/p/new-chip-export-controls-explained.

17 Vishnu Kannan and Jacob Feldgoise, After the CHIPS Act: The Limits of Reshoring and Next Steps for U.S. Semiconductor Policy, Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace, November 22, 2022, https://carnegieendowment.org/2022/11/22/after-chips-act-limits-of-reshoring-and-next-steps-for-u.s.-semiconductor-
policy-pub-88439, 3.

18 The White House, “Remarks by President Biden on American Manufacturing and Creating Good-Paying Jobs,” December 6, 2022, https://www.whitehouse.
gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2022/12/06/remarks-by-president-biden-on-american-manufacturing-and-creating-good-paying-jobs/. The US share 
of global semiconductor manufacturing output fell to 12 percent in 2020 from 37 percent in 1990. See Boston Consulting Group (BCG) and Semiconductor 
Industry Association (SIA), Strengthening the Global Semiconductor Supply Chain in an Uncertain Era, April 2021, https://www.semiconductors.org/wp-content/
uploads/2021/05/BCG-x-SIA-Strengthening-the-Global-Semiconductor-Value-Chain-April-2021_1.pdf, 47.

19 For US engineering needs, see National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence, Final Report, 2021, https://www.nscai.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/
Full-Report-Digital-1.pdf, 171-83.

20 Martijn Rasser, “A Conversation with Under Secretary of Commerce Alan F. Estevez,” Center for a New American Security, October 27, 2022, https://www.cnas.
org/publications/transcript/a-conversation-with-under-secretary-of-commerce-alan-f-estevez.

facturing is back, folks,” Biden said. “These are the most 
advanced semiconductor chips on the planet.”18

In reality, the most advanced chips—especially the next 
generations of logic devices—will continue to be produced 
first in Taiwan and South Korea, but the subsidies and tax in-
centives embedded in the CHIPS Act will help significantly 
narrow the gap with those countries largely by encouraging 
them to continue investing on American soil. However, $52 
billion alone will not be enough to enable the United States 
to catch up. For example, the US semiconductor industry 
has vast engineering needs that American university pro-
grams cannot meet, and much of the semiconductor supply 
chain will remain in Asia.19 Nonetheless, the CHIPS Act rep-
resents important progress.

The Future and Outbound Investments

What new rules might come next? While some semicon-
ductor industry insiders express the view that the Biden 
administration is likely to slow the imposition of export re-
strictions—if only because of the strain the new policy is 
placing on the agencies charged with enforcing it—senior 
officials have signaled a willingness to continue tightening 
controls. At a public forum in late October, Under Secretary 
of Commerce Alan Estevez made it clear that “We’re not 
done … I meet with my staff once a week and say, ‘Okay, 
what’s next?’”20 The December additions to the entity list 
suggest that scrutiny of exports will continue to expand.

The US Congress is also driving new restrictions. The 
2022 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), passed 
in mid-December, prohibits US government agencies from 

https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/What-is-MCF-One-Pager.pdf
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/What-is-MCF-One-Pager.pdf
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https://www.semiconductors.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/BCG-x-SIA-Strengthening-the-Global-Semiconductor-Value-Chain-April-2021_1.pdf
https://www.semiconductors.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/BCG-x-SIA-Strengthening-the-Global-Semiconductor-Value-Chain-April-2021_1.pdf
https://www.nscai.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Full-Report-Digital-1.pdf
https://www.nscai.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Full-Report-Digital-1.pdf
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procuring products or services that contain semiconduc-
tors made by China’s leading chip manufacturers.21 In in-
troducing the NDAA language targeting Chinese chips, 
Senator Chuck Schumer memorably described them as 
“nefarious semiconductor products.”22

There is a strong likelihood that the White House will an-
nounce restrictions on outbound investments, particu-
larly focused on China, in a sort of reverse version of the 
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, 
the interagency group that scrutinizes planned acquisi-
tions of US companies by foreign entities (whose mandate 
was updated by executive order earlier this year).23 As 
Sarah Bauerle Danzman and Emily Kilcrease write in a re-
cent Atlantic Council report, “recent congressional efforts 
to establish new authorities to regulate outbound invest-
ment have revived a long-simmering debate in Washington 
about the economic and security risks associated with US 
investment in China.”24 In particular, any new rules should 
have a clear focus on “screening for US investments in 
Chinese semiconductor entities, focusing on ‘smart money’ 
investments made in chip design, fabrication, electronic de-
sign-automation software, and manufacturing equipment,” 
the researchers argue, with one preeminent goal (and one 
that will surely anger Beijing): The rules should focus “on 
slowing indigenous technology capabilities in China.”25

Challenges

The US strategy now taking shape that aims to “maintain 
as large a lead as possible” in chips over China will not be 

21 Megan L. Brown, Nova J. Daly, Trayce Winfrey Howard, Nazak Nikakhtar, and Scott Bouboulis, “The NDAA Includes Prohibitions Targeting Semiconductors 
Similar to Section 889,” Wiley Rein LLP, December 14, 2022, https://www.wiley.law/alert-The-NDAA-Includes-Prohibitions-Targeting-Semiconductors-Similar-to-
Section-889. 

22 Office of Senator Charles E. Schumer, “Schumer Reveals: Major Semiconductor Tech Companies with Ties to Foreign Governments Continue to 
Threatennational [sic] Security & Put New Yorkers [sic] Data at Risk; Schumer Launches All Out Push to Eliminate Chinese Chips from U.S. Supply Chains & 
Strengthen National Security, Boost the U.S. Chip Industry, and Create Jobs in Central NY,” October 18, 2022, https://www.schumer.senate.gov/newsroom/
press-releases/schumer-reveals-major-semiconductor-tech-companies-with-ties-to-foreign-governments-continue-to-threatennational-security-and-put-new-
yorkers-data-at-risk-schumer-launches-all-out-push-to-eliminate-chinese-chips-from-us-supply-chains_strengthen-national-security-boost-the-us-chip-industry-
and-create-jobs-in-central-ny.

23 Federal Register, “Ensuring Robust Consideration of Evolving National Security Risks by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States,” Executive 
Order 14083, September 15, 2022, https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2022-09-20/pdf/2022-20450.pdf.

24 Sarah Bauerle Danzman and Emily Kilcrease, Sand in the Silicon: Designing an Outbound Investment Controls Mechanism, Atlantic Council, September 14, 
2022, https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/in-depth-research-reports/issue-brief/sand-in-the-silicon-designing-an-outbound-investment-controls-mechanism/.

25 Ibid.
26 “Mapping U.S. Chip Company Exposure to China,” Semi-Literate substack, September 19, 2021, https://semiliterate.substack.com/p/mapping-us-chip-company-

exposure.
27 US Chamber of Commerce, “Semiconductors Fact Sheet,” n.d., https://www.uschamber.com/assets/documents/024001_us-china_decoupling_factsheet_

semiconductors_fin.pdf, accessed Jan. 29, 2023.
28 Ibid.
29 Rui Mano, Johannes Eugster, Dirk V. Muir, and Shanaka J. Peiris, “Sizing Up the Effects of Technological Decoupling,” International Monetary Fund, March 12, 

2021, https://www.elibrary.imf.org/view/journals/001/2021/069/article-A001-en.xml, 3.

easy and indeed faces significant and potentially—if not 
handled right—fatal obstacles. One of the most dangerous 
risks is the real possibility of the United States damaging 
the competitiveness of its own companies. And probably 
most vulnerable are semiconductor companies that rely 
heavily on the enormous Chinese market—companies like 
Qualcomm, Qorvo, Texas Instruments, and Broadcom—all 
of which source around one-half of their revenues from the 
mainland and that could, in one scenario, find themselves 
sanctioned on both sides—Washington hitting them for 
their support for Chinese chip-making and Beijing punish-
ing them for Washington’s policies, perhaps by restricting 
their market shares.26 

In a worst-case scenario in which US semiconductor sales 
to China fall to zero, the American Chamber of Commerce 
estimates that US companies would face a loss of $83 bil-
lion annually, costing 124,000 jobs.27 Revenue available for 
research and development (R&D) would drop too, falling by 
$12 billion annually.28 A nd the US consumer would almost 
certainly face a cost in inflation and potential supply chain 
disruptions. The global implications would be dire as well. 
A 2021 International Monetary Fund working paper warned 
that a complete technological decoupling between China 
and the United States and its partners “could have profound 
effects on world production and consumption patterns.”29

Getting Allies On Board

Another significant challenge for the United States will be 
getting allies to sign on to the same restrictions on China’s 

https://www.wiley.law/alert-The-NDAA-Includes-Prohibitions-Targeting-Semiconductors-Similar-to-Section-889
https://www.wiley.law/alert-The-NDAA-Includes-Prohibitions-Targeting-Semiconductors-Similar-to-Section-889
https://www.schumer.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/schumer-reveals-major-semiconductor-tech-companies-with-ties-to-foreign-governments-continue-to-threatennational-security-and-put-new-yorkers-data-at-risk-schumer-launches-all-out-push-to-eliminate-chinese-chips-from-us-supply-chains_strengthen-national-security-boost-the-us-chip-industry-and-create-jobs-in-central-ny
https://www.schumer.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/schumer-reveals-major-semiconductor-tech-companies-with-ties-to-foreign-governments-continue-to-threatennational-security-and-put-new-yorkers-data-at-risk-schumer-launches-all-out-push-to-eliminate-chinese-chips-from-us-supply-chains_strengthen-national-security-boost-the-us-chip-industry-and-create-jobs-in-central-ny
https://www.schumer.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/schumer-reveals-major-semiconductor-tech-companies-with-ties-to-foreign-governments-continue-to-threatennational-security-and-put-new-yorkers-data-at-risk-schumer-launches-all-out-push-to-eliminate-chinese-chips-from-us-supply-chains_strengthen-national-security-boost-the-us-chip-industry-and-create-jobs-in-central-ny
https://www.schumer.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/schumer-reveals-major-semiconductor-tech-companies-with-ties-to-foreign-governments-continue-to-threatennational-security-and-put-new-yorkers-data-at-risk-schumer-launches-all-out-push-to-eliminate-chinese-chips-from-us-supply-chains_strengthen-national-security-boost-the-us-chip-industry-and-create-jobs-in-central-ny
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2022-09-20/pdf/2022-20450.pdf
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/in-depth-research-reports/issue-brief/sand-in-the-silicon-designing-an-outbound-investment-controls-mechanism/
https://semiliterate.substack.com/p/mapping-us-chip-company-exposure
https://semiliterate.substack.com/p/mapping-us-chip-company-exposure
https://www.uschamber.com/assets/documents/024001_us-china_decoupling_factsheet_semiconductors_fin.pdf
https://www.uschamber.com/assets/documents/024001_us-china_decoupling_factsheet_semiconductors_fin.pdf
https://www.elibrary.imf.org/view/journals/001/2021/069/article-A001-en.xml
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chip industry, for their own companies. Just as it is true for 
many American chip manufacturers or equipment makers, 
European, Japanese, and South Korean companies are 
deeply reliant on the Chinese market for their businesses 
(as detailed in the next section of this paper). Convincing 
them to forgo this revenue stream will be very difficult. And 
a failure to get others to follow the US example could back-
fire too, as companies from outside the United States could 
easily “backfill” or grab up the foregone US market share.30 
An apparent example of success, however, was when it was 
reported on January 27 that the Netherlands and Japan 
would join the U.S. in restricting sales of equipment for ad-
vanced semiconductors to China.31 Whether that approach, 
which involved four months of arduous negotiations, can be 
seen as a model for future cooperation in keeping China in 
check in the technology realm is unclear—in part because 
the terms of the agreement have not been announced. At 
the same time, there is growing resentment about what is 
seen as the extraterritorial approach to trade by the United 
States among its allies. A case in point: the strong belief in 
the European Union (EU) that US subsidies for electric vehi-
cles in the recently passed Inflation Reduction Act discrim-
inate against its own companies. “There is a long history 
of transatlantic friction on the extraterritoriality of US laws 
and the Biden package on semiconductors is very extrater-
ritorial and intrusive indeed,” notes one former European 
ambassador. 

The United States also runs the risk of angering partners by 
acting unilaterally—as the Biden administration has done—
to impose sanctions on China, and then only after the fact 
trying to win support from allies. “It is understandable why 
the unilateral route was appealing for the Biden administra-
tion. It is quicker, and effective in the short run,” says Emily 
Weinstein of Georgetown University’s Center for Security 

30 Sarah Bauerle Danzman and Emily Kilcrease, “The Illusion of Controls,” Foreign Affairs, December 30, 2022, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/united-states/
illusion-controls.

31 Jenny Leonard, “Japan, Netherlands to Join US in Chip Controls on China,” Bloomberg, January 26, 2023, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2023-01-27/japan-netherlands-to-join-us-in-chip-export-controls-on-china?sref=E0nAM78N

32 National Bureau of Asian Research, “U.S. Semiconductor Export Controls on the PRC,” December 12, 2022, https://www.nbr.org/publication/u-s-semiconductor-
export-controls-on-the-prc-prospects-for-success/.

33 BCG and SIA, Strengthening the Global Semiconductor Supply Chain in an Uncertain Era, 9-26; The White House, Building Resilient Supply Chains, Revitalizing 
American Manufacturing, and Fostering Broad-Based Growth, June 2021, https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/100-day-supply-chain-
review-report.pdf, 21-80; Saif M. Khan, Alexander Mann, and Dahlia Peterson, The Semiconductor Supply Chain: Assessing National Competitiveness, 
Georgetown University Center for Security and Emerging Technology, January 2021, https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/the-semiconductor-supply-chain/, 
14-62.

34 Sam Kim, “Chip Sales Set to Slow Further as Global Recession Fears Mount,” Bloomberg, August 22, 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2022-08-23/chip-sales-set-to-ease-further-as-global-recession-fears-mount?sref=E0nAM78N; Ian King, “Chipmakers’ Pandemic Boom Turns to Bust 
as Recession Looms,” Bloomberg, August 15, 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-16/chipmakers-pandemic-boom-turns-to-bust-with-
recession-looming?sref=E0nAM78N; Anton Shilov, “Semiconductor Industry Capex Set for Steepest Decline since 2008: Forecast,” Tom’s Hardware, November 
23, 2022, https://www.tomshardware.com/news/semiconductor-industry-capex-set-for-steepest-decline-since-2008-forecast.

and Emerging Technology. “However, the more the United 
States continues to rely on unilateral—and especially ex-
traterritorial—controls, the harder it will be to work with al-
lies.” Not taking a more multilateral approach with controls 
leaves “too many ways for China to undermine or circum-
vent them.”32

A Global Supply Chain under Duress

Over the past generation, as semiconductors have become 
central to the global economy, a multinational ecosystem 
of manufacturers, suppliers, designers, and engineers has 
driven the industry’s development. The emergence of this 
supply chain has been marked by a relentless push for effi-
ciencies and innovation, with governments employing sub-
sidies and tax breaks to gain industrial advantage.

The result has been a business model built on specializa-
tion and cost advantage. Taiwan, South Korea, and, most 
recently, China have emerged as the leading chip manu-
facturers. The United States, Japan, and the Netherlands 
monopolize the SME that is crucial to semiconductor in-
novation. The United States dominates chip-design soft-
ware, and along with Taiwan is on the cutting edge of 
designing the most advanced circuitry. China, Taiwan, and 
Southeast Asia handle final-stage assembly, and dozens 
of countries supply specialty chemicals, gases, and other 
inputs.33

Semiconductors have been hostage to the ups and downs 
of the global economy and the industries they supply—wit-
ness the explosion of demand during the Covid pandemic 
and the recent downturn that has caused many chipmakers 
to cut production and slow capital investment.34 But the in-

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/united-states/illusion-controls
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/united-states/illusion-controls
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-01-27/japan-netherlands-to-join-us-in-chip-export-controls-on-china?sref=E0nAM78N
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-01-27/japan-netherlands-to-join-us-in-chip-export-controls-on-china?sref=E0nAM78N
https://www.nbr.org/publication/u-s-semiconductor-export-controls-on-the-prc-prospects-for-success/
https://www.nbr.org/publication/u-s-semiconductor-export-controls-on-the-prc-prospects-for-success/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/100-day-supply-chain-review-report.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/100-day-supply-chain-review-report.pdf
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/the-semiconductor-supply-chain/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-23/chip-sales-set-to-ease-further-as-global-recession-fears-mount?sref=E0nAM78N
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-23/chip-sales-set-to-ease-further-as-global-recession-fears-mount?sref=E0nAM78N
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-16/chipmakers-pandemic-boom-turns-to-bust-with-recession-looming?sref=E0nAM78N
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-16/chipmakers-pandemic-boom-turns-to-bust-with-recession-looming?sref=E0nAM78N
https://www.tomshardware.com/news/semiconductor-industry-capex-set-for-steepest-decline-since-2008-forecast
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dustry’s overall trajectory has been marked by sustained, 
rapid growth. In 2021 alone, global semiconductor output 
reached 1.15 trillion individual chips with sales of some 
$555.9 billion.35 While growth slowed in 2022, and 2023 
is expected to decline, ASML Holding of the Netherlands, 
the sole maker of some of the most advanced chip-making 
gear, projects that the global semiconductor market could 
exceed $1 trillion by 2030.36

The industry’s development has unfolded largely without 
geopolitical constraints, enabling goods and investments 
to cross borders freely and frequently.37 One important ex-
ample: Taiwan’s chip sales to China—representing about 
60 percent of Taiwanese semiconductor output—have pro-
vided some guardrails as tensions have grown between 
the two countries.38 Indeed, the pull of mutual dependence 
has become something of a mantra within the industry.39

However, the sharp increase in US-China tensions since 
2018, and the latest American restrictions on sales of semi-
conductors and related technology, has alarmed the in-
dustry. While US policy is focused on restricting chip and 
related exports that would help China gain an advantage in 
AI and other technologies with military applications, uncer-
tainty about long-established commercial ties has grown. 
US policy, write Sujai Shivakumar and Charles Wessner 
of the Center for Strategic and International Studies, rep-
resents “an unprecedented departure from the precepts of 
the integrated global economy.”40

35 SIA, 2022 State of the U.S. Semiconductor Industry, November 2022, https://www.semiconductors.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/SIA_State-of-Industry-
Report_Nov-2022.pdf, 14 and 16.

36 For 2023 forecast, see World Semiconductor Trade Statistics, “WSTS Semiconductor Market Forecast Fall 2022,” November 29, 2022, https://www.wsts.org/76/
Recent-News-Release; for ASML forecast, see Dylan Patel, “ASML & the Semiconductor Market in 2025 & 2030,” SemiAnalysis, November 22, 2022, https://
www.semianalysis.com/p/asml-and-the-semiconductor-market.

37 A widely cited description of the semiconductor manufacturing process is that a single chip requires more than a thousand production steps and passes 
international borders “70 or more times before reaching an end customer.” See Khan, Mann, and Peterson, The Semiconductor Supply Chain, 5.

38 Jeanne Whalen, “Taiwan, a Major Producer of Semiconductors, Says It Will Abide by U.S. Rules,” Washington Post, October 21, 2022, https://www.
washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/10/21/taiwan-major-producer-semiconductors-says-it-will-abide-by-us-rules/; Bonnie S. Glaser and Jeremy Mark, “Taiwan and 
China Are Locked in Economic Co-dependence,” Foreign Policy, April 14, 2021; Jeremy Mark, “The Uncomfortable Truth behind Xi Jinping’s Taiwan Threats,” 
Atlantic Council, August 11, 2022, https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/the-uncomfortable-economic-truth-behind-xi-jinpings-taiwan-threats/.

39 Laurens Cerulus, “Chipmaker CEO Says Washington’s Anti-China Chip Blockade Is a Bad Idea,” Politico, April 23, 2021, https://www.politico.eu/article/europe-
tech-sovereignty-china-peter-wennink-asml/; Jeremy Mark, Power in a Small Package: Taiwan and the Global Semiconductor Supply Chain, Hinrich Foundation, 
September 2021, https://www.hinrichfoundation.com/research/article/tech/taiwan-and-global-semiconductor-supply-chain/?utm_content=178905731&utm_
medium=social&utm_source=twitter&hss_channel=tw-589901019, 12.

40 Sujai Shivakumar and Charles Wessner, “A Seismic Shift,” Center for Strategic and International Studies, November 14, 2022, https://www.csis.org/analysis/
seismic-shift.

41 Gregory C. Allen, “Choking Off China’s Access to the Future of AI,” Center for Strategic and International Studies, October 11, 2022, https://www.csis.org/
analysis/choking-chinas-access-future-ai; Reva Goujon, Lauren Dudley, Jan-Peter Kleinhans, and Agatha Kratz, “Freeze-in-Place: The Impact of US Tech 
Controls on China,” Rhodium Group, October 21, 2022, https://rhg.com/research/freeze-in-place/; Martijn Rasser and Kevin Wolf, “The Right Time for Chip Export 
Controls,” Lawfare, December 13, 2022, https://www.lawfareblog.com/right-time-chip-export-controls.

42 Che Pan, “US-China Tech War: Chinese Semiconductor Output Surged 33 per Cent Last Year, Double the Growth Rate in 2020,” South China Morning Post, 
January 17, 2022, https://www.scmp.com/tech/tech-war/article/3163668/us-china-tech-war-chinese-semiconductor-output-surged-33-cent-last.

An assessment of key countries’ roles in the semiconductor 
supply chain provides a clearer picture of the challenges 
that governments and businesses are confronting. 

China: Chokepoints Work Both Ways

The impact of the Biden administration’s trade restrictions 
on China’s efforts to produce and use advanced semicon-
ductors has been well documented in other settings, espe-
cially the implications for its efforts to develop advanced 
AI capabilities and memory-chip production.41 Less atten-
tion has been directed to the role that China plays in the 
semiconductor supply chain as an important market for 
chips—both imported and made on its own soil by foreign 
companies; as a rising producer in its own right; and as one 
of the largest providers of chip assembly, packaging, and 
testing (APT) services, which is the final stage of the manu-
facturing process. In addition, a vast number of integrated 
circuits made outside the country end up on Chinese as-
sembly lines for devices ranging from computers to smart-
phones and automobile parts. The immutable reality of the 
semiconductor supply chain is that the target of US sanc-
tions is also one of the industry’s central players.

China imported over $430 billion of semiconductors in 
2021, but its purchases declined last year in large part be-
cause of the zero-Covid restrictions that sharply reduced 
economic growth.42 The Biden administration’s export re-

https://www.semiconductors.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/SIA_State-of-Industry-Report_Nov-2022.pdf
https://www.semiconductors.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/SIA_State-of-Industry-Report_Nov-2022.pdf
https://www.wsts.org/76/Recent-News-Release
https://www.wsts.org/76/Recent-News-Release
https://www.semianalysis.com/p/asml-and-the-semiconductor-market
https://www.semianalysis.com/p/asml-and-the-semiconductor-market
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/10/21/taiwan-major-producer-semiconductors-says-it-will-abide-by-us-rules/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/10/21/taiwan-major-producer-semiconductors-says-it-will-abide-by-us-rules/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/the-uncomfortable-economic-truth-behind-xi-jinpings-taiwan-threats/
https://www.politico.eu/article/europe-tech-sovereignty-china-peter-wennink-asml/
https://www.politico.eu/article/europe-tech-sovereignty-china-peter-wennink-asml/
https://www.hinrichfoundation.com/research/article/tech/taiwan-and-global-semiconductor-supply-chain/?utm_content=178905731&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&hss_channel=tw-589901019
https://www.hinrichfoundation.com/research/article/tech/taiwan-and-global-semiconductor-supply-chain/?utm_content=178905731&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&hss_channel=tw-589901019
https://www.csis.org/analysis/seismic-shift
https://www.csis.org/analysis/seismic-shift
https://www.csis.org/analysis/choking-chinas-access-future-ai
https://www.csis.org/analysis/choking-chinas-access-future-ai
https://rhg.com/research/freeze-in-place/
https://www.lawfareblog.com/right-time-chip-export-controls
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strictions are likely to affect only a relatively small portion 
of those imports, largely advanced chips used in AI and 
other cutting-edge applications. But even in those cases, 
US chipmakers now are designing chips for the Chinese 
market that fit the parameters of the latest restrictions.43

However, American sales of SME that enable China’s pro-
duction of sophisticated chips are likely to be hit hard, as 
will those by industry leaders in Japan and the Netherlands 
(see below). For example, before the restrictions were im-
posed, US companies Applied Materials and LAM Research 
saw 33 percent and 31 percent, respectively, of their SME 
sales going to China.44 The Biden administration is target-
ing a critical vulnerability for China’s semiconductor indus-
try, but hurting leading American companies in the process.

Another potential chokepoint in China is the central role 
played in its production of memory devices by two Korean 
companies, Samsung Electronics and SK Hynix. Production 
of NAND flash chips by Samsung in Xian and dynamic ran-
dom-access memory (DRAM) devices by Hynix in Wuxi rep-
resent a significant proportion of China’s domestic output 
and exports of those chips. Both companies have received 
one-year US waivers on their use of specific technology 
affected by export restrictions. Any withdrawal of those 
waivers would impact China’s access to memory devices, 
especially because of the recent decision to add YMTC—an 
important NAND producer in its own right—to the US en-
tity list. That, in turn, would have grave implications for the 
Korean companies (see below).

However, chokepoints can work both ways, and China’s 
importance as a base for APT, and the semiconductor in-
dustry’s growing reliance on those Chinese services, has 
emerged as a risk for chipmakers worldwide. China’s role 
in APT stems largely from its cost advantage in what is a 
relatively labor-intensive segment of the industry. The larg-
est assembly and packaging companies in the world, ASE 

43 Jane Lanhee Lee, “Exclusive: Nvidia Offers New Advanced Chip for China that Meets U.S. Export Controls,” Reuters, November 7, 2022, https://www.reuters.
com/technology/exclusive-nvidia-offers-new-advanced-chip-china-that-meets-us-export-controls-2022-11-08/.

44 Shehnaz Ali, “How the US Chip Export Controls Have Turned the Screws on China,” Financial Times, October 22, 2022, https://www.ft.com/content/bbbdc7dc-
0566-4a05-a7b3-27afd82580f3.

45 Khan, Mann, and Peterson, The Semiconductor Supply Chain, 45-6; Kristy Tsun Tzu Hsu, Taiwan as a Partner in the U.S. Semiconductor Supply Chain, Wilson 
Center, September 2022, https://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/media/uploads/documents/2022-09_Taiwan_SemiconductorSupplyChain_Hsu.pdf, 
3-4, 13.

46 Tim Culpan, “Apple’s US Chip Move Is as Much about Marketing as Technology,” Bloomberg, November 16, 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/
articles/2022-11-16/apple-s-us-chip-sourcing-is-as-much-about-marketing-as-tech?sref=E0nAM78N.

47 Katie Tarasov, “Inside TSMC, the Taiwanese Chipmaking Giant that’s Building a New Plant in Phoenix,” CNBC, October 16, 2021, https://www.cnbc.
com/2021/10/16/tsmc-taiwanese-chipmaker-ramping-production-to-end-chip-shortage.html.

Group and Powertech Technology from Taiwan and Amkor 
Technology of the United States, have a major manufac-
turing presence in China, and Chinese companies are rap-
idly expanding their APT operations. In many instances, 
chips that are fabricated in the United States are shipped to 
China for final processing.45 This situation would present a 
significant vulnerability to the United States if tensions with 
China increase in the future.

Taiwan: Manufacturing and Innovation 
Powerhouse

Taiwan has become known as the factory floor of the chip 
industry and a font of engineering innovation, in large mea-
sure because it is home to TSMC, one of the most important 
companies in the world. In fact, Taiwan lays claim to several 
other important semiconductor manufacturers, enabling it 
to become central to the chip industry’s international divi-
sion of labor. Even as Taiwanese companies import many 
key manufacturing inputs from partners around the world, 
they also have built a highly integrated supply chain—a web 
of factories, design firms, silicon wafer and specialty chem-
ical makers, APT plants, specialized construction firms, and 
universities that churn out engineers and technicians for 
the industry. 

The county’s undisputed leader is TSMC, which manufac-
tures semiconductors for many of the largest  multinational 
corporations (led by Apple with 26 percent of TSMC’s 
sales46). Most importantly, TSMC produces 92 percent of 
the world’s most advanced integrated circuits.47 The moth-
erlode of the company’s dominance is its R&D prowess, 
which has enabled it to pioneer several generations of 
breakthroughs in semiconductor manufacturing in close 
cooperation with SME makers and chip designers. It am-
plifies those breakthroughs with the brute force of capital 
spending—some $100 billion of which is planned through 

https://www.reuters.com/technology/exclusive-nvidia-offers-new-advanced-chip-china-that-meets-us-export-controls-2022-11-08/
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2024 in Taiwan, Arizona, and Japan, with possible invest-
ments in Singapore and Germany to follow.48 Along with 
South Korea’s Samsung Electronics, TSMC determines 
how, where, and when the boundaries of electronics engi-
neering will expand, and its customers follow its lead.

With over half of Taiwan’s semiconductor output destined 
for the Chinese market—to Chinese, Taiwanese, and other 
foreign customers—the uneasy economic interdependence 
across the Taiwan Strait has placed Taiwan’s industry, and 
especially TSMC, firmly on the radar of Washington poli-
cymakers. The Trump administration’s campaign against 
Chinese telecommunications giant Huawei Technologies 
included strict restrictions on semiconductor sales to the 
company; those sanctions halved TSMC’s exports to China 
to 10 percent of its global sales.49 The company now is un-
der increasing pressure to police the orders it receives from 
other Chinese companies, and as the Biden administration 
tightens export controls, the Taiwanese company has can-
celed more Chinese contracts.50 TSMC’s two factories in 
China so far are relatively unaffected by US actions be-
cause they make older generations of chips, and, like the 
Korean chipmakers, have received a one-year waiver from 
the Biden administration on the use of American SME.51

TSMC aside, the latest US restrictions appear to have lim-
ited impact on Taiwan’s other chipmakers, which produce 
less-sophisticated chips for the Chinese market. However, 
Kristy Tsun Tzu Hsu of the Chung-Hua Institution for 
Economic Research in Taipei says that some Taiwanese 

48 For TSMC’s role in industry innovation, see Jeremy Mark, Power in a Small Package, 8-10; Debby Wu, “TSMC to Spend $100 Billion over Three Years to 
Grow Capacity,” Bloomberg, March 31, 2021, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-04-01/tsmc-to-invest-100-billion-over-three-years-to-grow-
capacity?sref=E0nAM78N; “Japan Lawmaker Says TSMC Is Considering Second Plant in Japan,” Reuters, December 23, 2022, https://www.reuters.com/
technology/japan-lawmaker-says-tsmc-is-considering-second-plant-japan-2022-12-23/; Yang Jie and Keith Zhai, “TSMC Looks to Build Multibillion-Dollar Chip 
Plant in Singapore,” Wall Street Journal, May 5, 2022, https://www.wsj.com/articles/tsmc-looks-to-build-multibillion-dollar-chip-plant-in-singapore-11652958840; 
Lauly Li, Cheng-Ting Fang, Peggy Hollinger, and Kathrin Hille, “TSMC in Talks to Build First Europe Chip Plant in Germany,” Nikkei Asia, December 23, 2022, 
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Tech/Semiconductors/TSMC-in-talks-to-build-first-Europe-chip-plant-in-Germany.

49 Figure on TSMC exports to China contained in “On GPS: Can China Afford to Attack Taiwan,” Fareed Zakaria interview with TSMC Chairman Mark Liu, CNN, July 
31, 2022, https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2022/07/31/exp-gps-0731-mark-liu-taiwan-semiconductors.cnn.

50 Qianer Liu, Ryan McMorrow, Nian Liu, and Kathrin Hille, “Chinese Chip Designers Slow Down Processors to Dodge US Sanctions,” Financial Times, November 6, 
2022; “Chinese Chip Startup Shows Key Gap in Biden Export Curbs,” Bloomberg, October 21, 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-10-21/one-
chinese-chip-startup-shows-key-gap-in-biden-export-curbs?sref=E0nAM78N.

51 Che Pan, “TSMC Gets One Year Equipment Waiver for Mainland China Chip Plant, Easing the Blow from New US Restrictions,” South China Morning Post, 
October 13, 2022, https://www.scmp.com/tech/tech-war/article/3195870/tsmc-gets-one-year-equipment-waiver-mainland-china-chip-plant-easing.

52 Interview with Kristy Tsun Tzu Hsu, Director, Taiwan-ASEAN Studies Center, Chung-Hua Institution for Economic Research, with Jeremy Mark, November 29, 
2022.

53 Whalen, “Taiwan, a Major Producer of Semiconductors, Says It Will Abide by U.S. Rules.”
54 Sarah Wu, “Taiwan Says U.S.-Led ‘Chip 4’ Group Discussed Supply Chain Resilience,” Reuters, September 30, 2022, https://www.reuters.com/technology/

taiwan-says-us-led-chip-4-group-discussed-supply-chain-resilience-2022-09-30/.
55 “Taiwan President Says She Looks Forward to Producing ‘Democracy Chips’ with U.S.,” Reuters, September 1, 2022, https://www.reuters.com/technology/taiwan-

president-says-looks-forward-producing-democracy-chips-with-us-2022-09-01/.

design houses, which rely heavily on Chinese customers, 
are likely to be hit harder by the crackdown. In addition, 
she says, many Taiwanese engineers at Chinese semicon-
ductor producers are affected by the Biden administration 
rules that restrict US passport and green card holders from 
working in China’s industry.52

Taiwanese government officials have been the most under-
standing among US partners in their public responses to 
the Biden policy. In an October 2022 visit to Washington, 
Economy Minister Wang Mei-hua said that Taiwan “will fol-
low whatever rules and guidelines are set forth by our trad-
ing partners … we do not have a lot of room to bargain.”53 
Taiwan has accepted the Biden administration’s invitation 
to join the Chip 4 group of semiconductor-producing na-
tions, both for the regional recognition the group gives it 
and to strengthen ties with the United States.54

The Taiwanese government also responded positively 
to US pressure on TSMC to build its factories in Arizona. 
Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-wen highlighted her govern-
ment’s view of the strategic advantages of a semiconductor 
supply chain that includes a TSMC production base in the 
United States when she told then-Arizona Governor Doug 
Ducey in August 2022: “This will help build more secure 
and resilient supply chains. We look forward to producing 
democracy chips to safeguard the interests of our demo-
cratic partners.”55 The expansion of the subsidies and tax 
incentives in the CHIPS and Science Act to foreign compa-
nies helped ease TSMC’s initial hesitancy about expanding 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-04-01/tsmc-to-invest-100-billion-over-three-years-to-grow-capacity?sref=E0nAM78N
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because of higher costs and shortages of experienced en-
gineers in the United States.56 

While some Taiwanese politicians have decried the Arizona 
investments as the first step in what they call the “hollow-
ing out” of Taiwan’s semiconductor industry, the company’s 
executives and board have defended the expansion and 
insisted that the company’s cutting-edge R&D and produc-
tion will remain at home.57 In fact, TSMC began 2023 by 
launching commercial production of three nanometer chips 
at a new Taiwanese plant and is building a next-generation 
two-nanometer facility there as well.58

South Korea: Memory Muscle

US efforts to contain China’s high-tech progress pose a 
greater challenge to South Korean semiconductor com-
panies, because they are much more embedded in the 
Chinese economy than their Taiwanese competitors. The 
Korean economy is dominated by giant conglomerates, 
and its semiconductor industry has only a few producers, 
with production largely focused on high-volume memory 
products. 

Like Taiwan, South Korea sends about 60 percent of its chip 
exports to China, but Korean chipmakers produce a much 
larger amount than Taiwanese firms at Chinese factories.59 
Overall, reliance on China is much more significant: Some 
30 percent of Samsung Group’s exports of $11.2 billion 

56 Jeanne Whalen, “Taiwan Official Calls for Approval of U.S. Computer Chip Subsidies,” Washington Post, June 28, 2022, https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-
policy/2022/06/28/tsmc-arizona-construction-subsidies/.

57 Jason Pan, “KMT Accuses Government of ‘Gifting’ TSMC to US, Warns of Economic Doom,” Taipei Times, December 28, 2022, https://www.taipeitimes.com/
News/taiwan/archives/2022/12/28/2003791557; Brian Hioe, “Controversy Breaks Out in Taiwan about TSMC Fab Construction in Arizona,” New Bloom, 
December 14, 2022, https://newbloommag.net/2022/12/14/tsmc-fab-construction-controversy/; “國力與產業力的延伸 施振榮挺台積赴美” (“The Extension of 
National Strength and Industrial Strength Shi Zhenrong Supports TSMC to Go to the United States”), Commercial Times, November 29, 2022, https://ctee.com.
tw/news/tech/763561.html.

58 “TSMC Starts Volume Production of 3Nm Chips,” China News Agency, December 29, 2022, https://focustaiwan.tw/business/20221229001; Duncan DeAeth, 
“Taiwan’s TSMC 2Nm Chip Fab Ready for Construction, to Be Operational in 2025,” Taiwan News, September 12, 2022, https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/
news/4655874.

59 Baek Byung-yuel, “Korea Still Balks at Joining US-Led Chip Alliance,” Korea Times, July 31, 2022, https://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/tech/2022/08/419_333648.
html.

60 Lee Ji-yoon, “Chip Makers Face China Dilemma as Seoul Mulls Joining US-Led Chip Alliance,” Korea Herald, July 18, 2022, https://business.inquirer.net/353416/
chip-makers-face-china-dilemma-as-seoul-mulls-joining-us-led-chip-alliance.

61 For SK Hynix DRAM production, see ibid; for Samsung NAND output, see Jae Chang and Andy Hong, “CHIPS Act: Outlook and Implications for South Korea,” 
Korea Economic Institute, August 24, 2022, https://keia.org/the-peninsula/chips-act-outlook-and-implications-for-south-korea/; for China’s memory chip demand, 
see Sangmi Cha and Sohee Kim, “South Korea Cooperating with US on Chips, Still Has Concerns,” Bloomberg, October 14, 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/
news/articles/2022-10-14/south-korea-cooperating-with-us-on-chips-still-has-concerns?sref=E0nAM78N.

62 Andrew Yeo, “Can South Korea Chart a Path between the US and China in the Indo-Pacific,” Brookings Institution, August 15, 2022, https://www.brookings.edu/
blog/order-from-chaos/2022/08/15/can-south-korea-chart-a-path-between-the-us-and-china-in-the-indo-pacific/; Andy Hong, “The Limits of China’s Economic 
Leverage over South Korea,” The Diplomat, July 20, 2022, https://thediplomat.com/2022/07/the-limits-of-chinas-economic-leverage-over-south-korea/.

63 U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, “China’s Response to U.S.-South Korean Missile Defense System Deployment and Its Implications,” July 
26, 2017, https://www.uscc.gov/research/chinas-response-us-south-korean-missile-defense-system-deployment-and-its-implications.

to China in the first quarter of 2022 came from Samsung 
Electronics’ sales of semiconductors.60 

The Korean companies’ Chinese factories are very vulner-
able to the US trade restrictions. One-half of SK Hynix’s 
production of DRAMs comes from its Wuxi plant, while 
Samsung’s production base in Xian supplies 40 percent of 
its global output of NAND chips. The companies use those 
Chinese operations both for export and to supply China’s 
domestic market, meeting about 45 percent of China’s de-
mand for memory chips.61

The Biden administration’s restrictions on exports and 
technology transfers to China have placed the Korean 
companies in a bind despite their one-year waivers from 
Washington. That, in turn, puts the South Korean govern-
ment in a difficult position as it seeks to balance its strategic 
alliance with the United States and its economic reliance on 
China. The calculus of interdependence is similar to that 
faced by policymakers in Taipei, but with the added dimen-
sion of Seoul’s sensitive interactions with Beijing over North 
Korea.62 Seoul is mindful of China’s imposition of punitive 
sanctions in 2016 after South Korea decided to deploy a 
US antimissile system as a defense against North Korea.63

So far, the South Korean government has been cautious 
about declaring its willingness to join the Biden administra-
tion’s Chip 4 initiative—in contrast to Taiwan’s open-arms 
welcome. Seoul participated in the initial meeting of the 
group, but as, of December 2022,remained coy  in its pub-
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lic statements.64 As of January 2023, a second meeting of 
the Chip 4 group had not taken place.

It is the exposure of Samsung and SK Hynix to US-China 
tensions that poses the most significant risk in the chip 
standoff, with SK Hynix saying soon after the US export 
restrictions were announced that it may consider selling 
its Chinese operations.65 Meanwhile, Samsung’s long-
term solution appears to be to beef up its presence in the 
United States thanks to the CHIPS and Science Act. The 
company has one chip factory in Texas, with another un-
der construction. It has also announced that it intends to 
invest an additional $200 billion in factories there over the 
next twenty years, but such long-range plans appear aspi-
rational—or intended to curry favor with Washington at a 
delicate moment.66

Japan and the Netherlands: Monopoly Powers

Japanese and Dutch companies command monopolies in 
key niches of the semiconductor supply chain. Each con-
trols the manufacture of SME essential to the production of 
the most advanced integrated circuits. The Dutch company 
ASML is the only company making the extreme ultraviolet 
(EUV) lithography machines (which cost some $200 mil-
lion each) used to etch hundreds of millions of circuits on 
a single chip in the current generations of advanced semi-
conductors.67 Japan’s Tokyo Electron produces the EUV 

64 Jo He-rim, “Minister confirms South Korea’s participation in US-led chjip alliance,” The Korea Herald, December 18, 2022, https://www.koreaherald.com/view.
php?ud=20221218000120.

65 Kim Jaewon, “SK Hynix Weighs Future of China Chip Plant after U.S. Tech Curbs,” Nikkei Asia, October 26, 2022, https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Tech/
Semiconductors/SK-Hynix-weighs-future-of-China-chip-plant-after-U.S.-tech-curbs.

66 Bob Seschler and Kara Carlson, “Samsung Weighs Huge Austin-Area Growth: $200 Billion Investment, 11 New Fabs, 10,000 New Jobs,” Austin American-
Statesman, July 20, 2022.

67 Katie Tarasov, “ASML Is the Only Company Making the $200 Million Machines Needed to Print Every Advanced Microchip. Here’s an Inside Look,” CNBC, March 
23, 2022, https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/23/inside-asml-the-company-advanced-chipmakers-use-for-euv-lithography.html.

68 Dylan Patel, “Lam Research, Tokyo Electron, and JSR Battle It Out in the $5B+ EUV Photoresist, Coater and Developer Market—CAR vs MOR vs Dry Resist,” 
Semianalysis, November 18, 2021, https://www.semianalysis.com/p/lam-research-tokyo-electron-jsr-battle; Khan, Mann, and Peterson, The Semiconductor 
Supply Chain, 30-31.

69 Osamu Tsukimori, “Japanese Manufacturers Use Decades of Experience to Dominate Key Chemical Market for Cutting-Edge Chips,” Japan Times, October 9, 
2019, https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/10/09/business/japanese-manufacturers-use-decades-experience-dominate-key-chemical-market-cutting-edge-
chips/. 

70 Cagan Koc, Eric Martin, and Jenny Leonard, “Netherlands Plans Curbs on China Tech Exports in Deal with US,” Bloomberg, December 7, 2022, https://www.
bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-12-07/us-led-curbs-on-china-tech-to-tighten-as-dutch-plan-new-controls?sref=E0nAM78N.

71 Arjun Kharpal, “Globally Critical Chip Firm Tells U.S. Staff to Stop Servicing Chinese Customers after Biden Export Curbs,” CNBC, October 13, 2022, https://www.
cnbc.com/2022/10/13/biden-chip-curb-asml-stops-us-staff-from-servicing-customers-in-china.html.

72 Takashi Mochizuki, “Tokyo Electron Cuts Output on US Chip Curbs, Memory Slump,” Bloomberg, November 10, 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2022-11-10/tokyo-electron-slashes-outlook-on-us-chip-curbs-memory-downturn?sref=E0nAM78N.

73 “Semiconductor manufacturing equipment: Japanese makers weigh up cost of export controls,” Financial Times, January 27, 2023, https://www.ft.com/content/
c6029201-39d6-48d5-a495-616a2ee0bf94.

74 “Biden’s Chip Curbs Outdo Trump in Forcing World to Align on China,” Bloomberg, November 13, 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-11-13/
biden-s-chip-curbs-outdo-trump-in-forcing-world-to-align-on-china?sref=E0nAM78N.

photoresists that are essential in cutting-edge manufactur-
ing, while Nikon Corporation make various key lithography 
components.68 In addition, the Japanese manufacturers 
dominate the market for several specialty chemicals used 
throughout the industry.69

US efforts to contain sales by the SME companies to China 
have proven to be among the most controversial steps of 
the effort to contain China’s semiconductor aspirations. 
The Trump administration prevailed on the Netherlands 
to block sales of ASML’s EUV equipment to China.  (The 
company’s sales to China in 2021 represented about 15 per-
cent of its total revenue.)70 In addition, the US constraints 
on American citizens and green card holders working with 
Chinese chipmakers have affected ASML’s interactions 
with existing Chinese customers.71

Meanwhile, Tokyo Electron earned about one-quarter of its 
revenue from sales to Chinese companies, including those 
targeted by the US export controls and other sanctions.72 
It recently downgraded its earnings forecast for the fis-
cal year ending March 31 by 8 percent in the wake of the 
October 2022 restrictions.73

The dispute among allies over SME sales  largely played out 
in the diplomatic shadows.. While Japan maintained its pub-
lic restraint on the issue—as it does in most disputes with the 
United States—Tokyo Electron was reported to be strongly 
opposed to the US curbs.74 The Dutch were more outspo-
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ken, with Foreign Trade Minister Liesje Schreinemacher 
declaring in November 2022 that “the Netherlands will not 
copy the American measures one-to-one.”75 

The agreement on SME sales reached by the three gov-
ernments in January after months of negotiations, was re-
ported to include export restrictions on additional ASML 
gear used in deep ultraviolet lithography, a slightly less ad-
vanced manufacturing process.76 However, with the details 
of the agreement remaining unclear, it is difficult to judge 
whether diplomatic differences remain.

The dispute underlined the difficulty Washington is likely 
to face if it pressures its partners to take additional steps 
against China that hurt the allies’ commercial interests—
something there is every reason to expect if tensions be-
tween Washington and Beijing continue to build.

Conclusion and Recommendations

The global semiconductor supply chain is coming under in-
creasing strain as US-China tensions magnify the vulnera-
bilities of an industry built on once-unfettered cross-border 
trade and investment. US export restrictions aimed at re-
straining China’s progress in advanced chip manufacturing 
are amplifying business risks and straining diplomatic rela-
tionships with American allies. The Biden administration’s 
effort to revitalize chip making in the United States with the 
CHIPS and Science Act may begin to restructure the sup-
ply chain, but the industry’s foundations in East Asia, built 
up over thirty years, are unlikely to change significantly. 
Ultimately, this should be regarded as a positive because 
the forces of interdependence embedded in the globalized 
semiconductor industry can serve as a stabilizing counter-
weight to potential geopolitical turbulence. The issue, then, 
is how to give appropriate weight to the national security 
challenges posed by China’s technological rise while avoid-
ing undermining an industry that is essential to continued 
global economic growth.

Do not cripple supply chains—While the steps taken by 
the Biden administration to constrain China’s progress in 
producing cutting-edge semiconductors appear calibrated 
to avoid widespread industry disruption, the policy has pro-

75 Cagan Koc and Debby Wu, “Dutch Minister Says US Can’t Dictate Approach to China Exports,” Bloomberg, November 18, 2022, https://www.bloomberg.com/
news/articles/2022-11-18/dutch-minister-says-us-can-t-dictate-approach-to-china-exports?sref=E0nAM78N.

76 Jenny Leonard, “Japan, Netherlands to Join US in Chip Controls on China”; Demetri Sevastopulo and Sam Fleming, “Netherlands and Japan join US in restricting 
chip exports to China,” Financial Times, January 27, 2023, https://www.ft.com/content/baa27f42-0557-4377-839b-a4f4524cfa20.

77 BCG and SIA, Strengthening the Global Semiconductor Supply Chain in an Uncertain Era, 6.

duced painful consequences that cannot be downplayed. 
The US, Dutch, and Japanese companies that dominate 
SME manufacturing have all taken a hit from the loss of 
Chinese orders. South Korea’s memory chipmakers are fac-
ing a fundamental threat to the viability of their production 
bases in China. Any additional US restrictions will only add 
to these pressures across the industry, and the damages 
will become globalized.

The industry’s growth in the coming years—including the 
potential lift from investments in new US chip factories—
could help make up for some of those losses in China. But 
the bottom-line impact may be felt in terms of what the in-
dustry terms a “significant loss of scale” that could yield 
fewer resources for R&D and new investments.77 Money is 
the life blood of innovation in any industry, and semicon-
ductors require regular transfusions of capital on an un-
precedented scale. US policymakers who are focused on 
the threat posed by China should also be wary of moving 
so fast on so many fronts that they end up unwittingly dam-
aging key links in the complex supply chain. In a climate 
in Washington where there is bipartisan political support 
for restrictions on technology trade with China, it is es-
sential that the semiconductor industry—and US allies, as 
discussed below—have a voice in assessing the potential 
impact of additional proposed constraints. Communication 
is essential to avoid unintended consequences. 

Do not undervalue interdependence—As China has ad-
opted a more truculent external posture and relations with 
its trade and investment partners have deteriorated—cer-
tainly with the United States, but also with Japan, South 
Korea, Taiwan, and Europe—the downsides of economic 
openness have become amplified. Chips designed in 
China and manufactured in Taiwan have ended up in 
China’s most advanced weapons, and technology obtained 
openly—and stealthily from the West—has been central to 
these advances. Semiconductors have pride of place in Xi 
Jinping’s strategy of military-civil fusion, so restrictions on 
Beijing’s efforts to develop the most advanced chips are 
fully justified.

But economic interdependence with China—as much as it 
has fallen out of favor in US policy circles—can serve as a 
brake on Beijing’s worst political impulses. It has served an 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-11-18/dutch-minister-says-us-can-t-dictate-approach-to-china-exports?sref=E0nAM78N
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-11-18/dutch-minister-says-us-can-t-dictate-approach-to-china-exports?sref=E0nAM78N
https://www.ft.com/content/baa27f42-0557-4377-839b-a4f4524cfa20
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important economic and political purpose for many coun-
tries, not the least of which is Taiwan, whose leaders have 
continued to underline the importance of cross-strait eco-
nomic ties in recent years, even as Beijing has ramped up 
military pressure. So, avoiding blanket bans on semicon-
ductor trade and investment in favor of carefully calibrated 
restrictions may prove most effective. Such trade-offs can 
enhance stability and avoid diminishing the global im-
portance of US multinationals in the semiconductor—and 
other—industries.

Diplomacy is not a sometime proposition—The Biden 
administration came to office committed to rebuilding 
US alliances that had been shredded by its predecessor. 
Considerable efforts have been put into restoring Asian 
and European trust in the United States. However, the 
abrupt imposition of the October semiconductor export re-
strictions on China caused upset in several capitals, and 
January’s opaque agreement among the US, Japan and 
the Netherlands over SME sales may only put off the dip-
lomatic day of reckoning over differences rooted in core 
commercial interests. Unilateral American actions—no mat-
ter how much effort is put into mending fences after the 
fact—do not serve US interests, as Sarah Bauerle Danzman 
and Emily Kilcrease state so clearly in their recent Foreign 
Affairs article.78

The proposal to set up a Chip 4 alliance that would bring to-
gether the United States, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan 
to coordinate semiconductor policy is an important initia-
tive. But the group needs to include Europe, especially the 
Netherlands because of the crucial role of ASML as supplier 
of the most advanced chip-making equipment. Only a seri-
ous multilateral effort can produce a coordinated, effective 
approach to China. In its absence, there is a risk that coun-
tries will seek advantage, including by developing—and 
selling to China—semiconductors and SME made without 
American technology and thus beyond US trade restric-
tions. In addition, Taiwan needs to be granted equal status 
in the alliance—commensurate with its leading global role 
in the semiconductor industry.

78 Sarah Bauerle Danzman and Emily Kilcrease, “The Illusion of Controls.”
79 Kannan and Feldgoise, “After the CHIPS Act,” 6-8.
80 Jeanne Whalen, “Economic Future of U.S. Depends on Making Engineering Cool,” Washington Post, October 23, 2022, https://www.washingtonpost.com/

technology/2022/10/23/engineer-shortage-us-chips/.
81 National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence, Final Report, 171-82.

Address US semiconductor chokepoints—The CHIPS and 
Science Act is an important initiative that can help revitalize 
semiconductor manufacturing on American soil. But man-
ufacturing cutting-edge chips is not the same as duplicat-
ing the supply chain. US semiconductor manufacturing will 
remain dependent on imported equipment, silicon wafers, 
specialty chemicals, and many other inputs. (Not to men-
tion that the United States will continue to buy the most ad-
vanced chips in Asia for years to come.) However, there are 
areas where government financial and regulatory support 
will be required to eliminate key chokepoints. Two exam-
ples include the following:

First, the industry-wide reliance on China for chip assem-
bly, testing, and packaging poses a danger. Because of the 
labor-intensive nature of much of that work, it is not com-
mercially viable to build a significant ATP capability in the 
United States. However, with incentives, it would be possi-
ble to build up ATP in the western hemisphere. In particu-
lar, Mexico could present a longer-term solution, especially 
with tens of billions of dollars in chip investment now tar-
geted at Arizona and Texas. Chip assembly and packaging 
is not as sexy as semiconductor fabrication, but it must be 
an essential part of any committed effort to rebuild a secure 
US chip manufacturing base.79

Second, the US semiconductor industry is facing a seri-
ous—and growing—shortage of engineers and techni-
cians. By one estimate, fifty thousand new engineers will 
be needed over the next five years because of CHIPS 
Act investments.80 Some of those specialists can be hired 
abroad. But ultimately it will be essential to expand US 
university programs—at the graduate and undergraduate 
levels—that can train a new generation of engineers and 
technicians. That will also require fixing the US visa system 
so it does not block or discourage international students 
from studying—and working—in the United States. That 
should include Chinese students (while taking necessary 
precautions to stop technology theft or espionage) as many 
of them have made important contributions to US scientific 
advances.81

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/10/23/engineer-shortage-us-chips/
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